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INTRODUCTION 
My final MOP project will foeus on gaining further knowledge of some of the 
materials used in in sculpture. I will be using glass, bronze, and day as my main 
components. 
My influence as an artist has come from the ocean and it's problems. One thzng 
in particular that has caught my attention is the decline in bill fish, and tuna populations, 
and their individual sizes per pound. 
.,. 
The catch of primariIy skipjack tuna from the Aku Boat fishery continued its 
decline since the closure of the tuna carulery in Hawaii in 1984. In the late 1980's the 
tuna catch from this fishery was around 3.0 million pounds per year. The aku boat tuna 
- 
catch reached a record low of 700 thousand pounds in 2000 and bounced back to 990 
thousand pounds in 2001 (NOAA 2004). 
One thing of interest about the decline of local stock, is that it may not be due to 
humans, according NOAA's article about the Non-Longline Pelagic Fishery, 2004: 
"The absence of clear declining trends in local CPUE associated with local fishery 
expansion, combined with distinctly seasonal variations in CPUE, suggests that pelagic 
fish availability in Hawaii was most strongly affected by factors other than local fishing 
pressure." 
This project is important because I have never truly done a mixed media work 
before (a work made up of different materials), and I have not yet seen how these 
materials will go together. My main point of study will be in finding a way to make all 
these different components work together to form a cohesive compilation. 
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METHOD OF COMPmON OF FINAL PIECE 
#1 Cdl& dI pietes af viuiws materials. 
#2 Make sure all have been properly finished. 
P3 Combine aif m-, artd make sure piece is ready for critique- 
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DESCRmIUN OF FINAL CRITIQUE 
Prcrject wiiS be presented to, and critiqued by MOP studmts and a d v i m  who 
are present at the time of ccmpkh I will present on Ikcemfrer 14 2004 to my feuow 
MOP students and at the MOP mini symposium. Z wiff also have it cm display 
at the MOP graduation e m y  December 36,2004. 
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Bonze 
20 minute set plaster 
wax sprues 
Plaster 
Student Lab Fee 
Low fire clay 
Glaze 
Frit 
Labels 
Foam Rays 
Total: 
PROJECT BUDGET 
$60.52 
$30.00 
$8.00 
. ,. 
$15.00 
$45.00 
Free 
$20.00 
$30.00 
$8.00 
Free 
$216.52 
The majority of the funding will come from my personal account. I will also ask 
MOP for $100.00 to help cover the cost of supplies. 
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A shortage in the world's ocean resources has become an important issue, 
especially to the people who depend upon it, like the people of Hawaii. Throughout the 
history of Hawaii's fisheries, there has been a decline in the numbirs of their fish stock. 
The significance of this decline, is that eventually people will have to start harvesting 
food from lower parts of the food chain. A decline in numbers of large fish like marlin, 
and yellowfin tuna, will cause humans to start eating the next best thing. The next best 
thing could be anything from sea cucomebers to reef fish. 
They way I have chosen to educate the public about this problem, is by using a 
hands on approach, through art. I wanted to create something that people could 
interact with. They could look at it, though it, pick it up, and be able to really think 
about it. That way they would remember something a lot better, than if I were to just 
state the problem orally. 
For my MOP project I created a mixed media work called, Running on Empty. It 
looks exactly like the fish for sale at one's local seafood market, except for the fact that 
everything has been fabricated. For example, the foam tray is made of ceramics, and 
the fish used were castled from bronze. 
The results of this project went well. Running on Empty came together nicely, 
and my audience got a kick out of realness of the work. I felt that they understood 
what the project was about, and were better able to understand that, through the 
interaction of the art work. 
I feel that there are still many marine related issues that need to be dealt with, 
and that the public needs to be educated about, and one way of doing this is through 
art. Through art one can present a problem in a physical sense, not written, that 
another person can view, and be able to learn, and think about the issue on hand. 
